Product review

Multiplex RR EXTRA 330SC

Gernot Bruckmann Limited Edition

If you've been fantasizing about Gernot Bruckmann's gorgeous blue and white 41% EXTRA 330SC, then this is the model for you. Read more in a review of this affordable, transportable, durable foam "mini-me" to Bruckmann's giant competition airplane!

How-to

Crashing is Not an Option

Some pilots in our hobby can fly for years without damaging their airplanes, and safely land with electronic or mechanical failures. Yet others experience the same failures, and harm their models. Read more to learn what major issues often result in preventable crashes, plus download a quick list of the reasons why models crash!

Our community

Gary Fogel Talks Torrey Pines

You may know about the beauty of the Torrey Pines Gliderport in San Diego, but do you know its history? Watch now as AMA Fellow and aviation historian Dr. Gary Fogel discusses one of the world's most famous flying sites!

For members

AMA Preflight Checklist

For many modelers, the basics of a preflight checklist are well known, but it's never too late to refresh your skills and see what you should be teaching new modelers. Watch now to learn what should be on your preflight checklist!

How-to

Dick Sarpolus' F4U Corsair

The F4U Corsair is one of the most easily recognized World War II fighters, but Dick Sarpolus had never built one because he was scared of the gull-wing section construction. Read more to learn how to build your own Corsair with Dick's standard foam wing cores!